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SNOMED CT supports meaningful health records
Data entry

Does patient have respiratory disorder?

41269000
Influenzal bronchopneumonia

EHR Data

41269000

Yes: is a subtype descendant of
“respiratory disorder”
Does patient have an infection?
Yes: is a subtype descendant of
“infectious disease”
Does the disorder affect the lung?
Yes: has finding site relationship
to “lung structure”
Is the disorder caused by a virus?
Yes: has causative agent
“orthomyxoviridae” which is a
subtype descendant of “virus”
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SNOMED CT supports meaningful health records
•Enhancing the care of individual patients by supporting:
• Retrieval of appropriate information for clinical care
• Guideline and decision support integration
• Retrospective searches for patterns requiring followup
•Enhancing the care of populations by supporting:
• Epidemiology monitoring and reporting
• Research into the causes and management of diseases
• Identification of patient groups for clinical research or
specialized healthcare programs
•Providing cost-effective delivery of care by supporting:
• Guidelines to minimize risk of costly errors
• Reducing duplication of investigations or interventions
• Planning service delivery based on emerging health
trends
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Data-analytics: definition and substrates
• Definition: “process of extracting useful
information from healthcare data sources”
• Data sources:
– Unstructured free text document
– Structured documents with free text fields
– Structured documents with free text and post-coded
classification
– Structured documents with non-SNOMED CT coding
– Structured documents with SNOMED CT content
– Mixture of both structured and unstructured data
§ E.g. ‘Big data’- data warehouse
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Natural Language Processing
Mapping

PREPARING DATA FOR ANALYTICS
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Preparing data for analytics
While clinical NLP techniques have
increased in sophistication over
recent years, it is not possible to
guarantee full accuracy or
completeness using a computerbased algorithm.
Spelling errors, grammatical errors,
abbreviations, unexpected
synonyms, unusual vernacular (i.e.
local) phrases, and hidden
contextual information continue to
provide challenges
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Preparing data for analytics

Improving accuracy of NLP
can be done by expressing
the context
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Preparing data for analytics
• Mapping data from non-SNOMED CT code
systems to SNOMED CT
– No exact match required
§ Management information
§ Statistical information for epidemiology
§ Links from clinical records to clinical
knowledge resources
§ An integrated data warehouse for
querying from multiple heterogeneous
sources
§ Other types of research, reports or
surveillance that requires SNOMED CT
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Preparing data for analytics
• Where patient safety or data accuracy is
important:
– the correlation of the map has to be an
'exact match' (or equivalence).
– e.g. point of care clinical decision support
or data integration
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Reliability of patient data
Information model binding issues
Concept definition issues
Versioning

CHALLENGES
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Reliability of patient data
• The design of user interfaces used to capture data
– As easy as possible to find the most appropriate code or concept
– As difficult as possible to enter the wrong code or concept

• Use of diagnostic criteria for data capture
– E.g. research: choose a reliable aggregating concept from SNOMED CT's extensive
content

• Consistency of data capture with analytics requirements
– E.g. the presence or absence of particular concepts in value sets within different
applications can cause data collection to be inconsistent.

• Loss of meaning during data transformations
– Mapping local codes to an alternate code system or terminology using non-equivalence
maps will change the clinical meaning
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Information Model Binding Issues
• Interdependency between the terminology and the structural
information model
• Contextual or qualifying information about a code may appear in a
variety of places
– Within the information model
§ a section heading titled "Family History"
– In the same coded data element
§ precoordinated as "394886001|suspected heart disease|"
§ postcoordinated as "56265001 |heart disease|: 408729009 |finding context| =
415684004|suspected|"
– In a separate coded data element
§ Diagnosis = 56265001 |heart disease|, Type = 148006 |preliminary diagnosis|
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Information Model Binding Issues
• Querying across heterogeneous data sources

Different information models represent the same semantics using
different combinations of structure versus terminology
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Information Model Binding Issues
• Same information model, different levels of precoordination
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Information Model Binding Issues
• Some cases exist SNOMED CT concept model is not currently able to
automatically establish equivalence.
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Concept Definition Issues
• Logical meaning of a term differs from the local use of that term
– |head injury| subsumes |insect bite of nose|
– |cardiovascular disease| subsumes |laceration of radial artery|
Þ counterintuitive to clinicians

• Incomplete Modelling
– SNOMED CT Concept Model continues to evolve
– New concept models for main hierarchies
§
E.g. Observable entities
– Expansion of existing concept models
§
E.g. Clinical findings
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Versioning
• Versioning cycle:
– International Edition of SNOMED CT is released twice a year (in January and July).
– National extensions mostly follow this cycle
§ Usually with a delay of 3 to 4 months
– Some specific extensions (medication related concepts) are released more frequently
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Versioning
• Full, snapshot and delta release
– Active concepts may have become inactive
§ Possible to query all prior descriptions and relationships of inactive concepts
– Primitive concepts may have become fully defined
§ Possible to determine the logical definition of a concept at any prior point in time
– Reference sets used to populate pick lists may have changed
§ possible to adapt queries to consider both current and former members of any given
reference set.
– SNOMED CT Concept Model used to construct expressions may have changed
§ any attributes that are retired are retained as inactive concepts Þ possible to
reconstruct expressions
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